Meet Pokémon Trainer Black! His entire life Black has dreamed of winning the Pokémon League... Now he embarks on a journey to explore the Unova region and fill a Pokédex for Professor Juniper. Time for Black's first Pokémon Trainer Battle Ever!

Meet Pokémon Trainer White! Her entire life White has dreamed of making it in show biz. Now she runs a thriving talent agency for performing Pokémon. Will she make her favorite Pokémon, Tepig Gigi, into a star?

What will happen when Black and White cross paths with each other...and then with mysterious Team Plasma?

ADVENTURES INSPIRED BY THE BEST-SELLING VIDEO GAMES!
To properly enjoy this VIZ Media preview, please begin reading from right to left.

This book has been printed in the original Japanese format in order to preserve the orientation of the original artwork.

Have fun with it!
WHOA!!

YIKES!!

PA-A-CACK-AGE...

HEY, THAT'S RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!

THE SHIPPING ADDRESS IS...

OUCH!

YOU'RE MEAN!

I'M BLACK!!

THAT'S ME!

I'VE GOT AN IMPORTANT PACKAGE TO DELIVER FOR PROF. JUNIPER TO SOME BOY NAMED "BLACK"...

NOT FUNNY!

JUST A BOY!!
YEAH, IT IS. BUT... WHY DO YOU ASK, BLACK?

'SCOUSE ME, MAAM! THIS IS MY HOME, ISN'T IT?

THE ADDRESS... LOOKS RIGHT.

THIS IS MY HOUSE!

I'LL PROVE IT! C'MON!

WHAT THE--?

SURE THING!!

SIGN HERE, PLEASE.

OKAY, OKAY! HERE YOU GO.

HEAR THAT?! LET'S GO BACK!!

YEP! I COULDN'T WAIT!!

YOU'RE DRENCHED... DON'T TELL ME YOU WERE WAITING OUT HERE ALL NIGHT?

In the downpour...

YAHOO!!

HURRAY!!

I didn't need to deliver it in the first place...

TH-THIS KID IS SCARY, LET'S SCRAM!!

I'VE BEEN DREAMING OF THIS DAY FOR NINE YEARS!!

PAF!!
LETS OPEN IT!

ALL RIGHT!

BRAV...

BRAVARY ♀ VALIANT POKÉMON NICKNAME: BRAV

MUNNA ♀ DREAM EATER POKÉMON NICKNAME: MUSHA

...IS OUR NEW FRIEND!

INSIDE THIS BOX...

...AND HELP US WIN THE POKÉMON LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP!

A FRIEND WHO WILL FIGHT BY OUR SIDE...
AND I GET TO CHOOSE WHICHEVER ONE I LIKE!!

WHOA! THEY ALL LOOK GOOD ...!!

THIS POKÉDEX IS MINE TOO!! BRRRR!! I'M SO HAPPY! I'M GETTING CHILLS!

AH... CHILLS... I REALLY DO FEEL COLD... AH...
Hmph!

Why so unfriendly...?
SLAPWHAPBOP

THEY'RE SCRAPPING!!

WHOA!!

YEAH, THAT'S ALL IT IS!! GO FOR IT!!

IT'S NATURAL FOR THEM TO TUSSLE WHEN THEY'RE ALL REVVED UP!!

WELL, POKEMON ARE BORN FIGHTERS, AFTER ALL!!
WHACK
THUNK

bap bop bop

TA-UMP

COME BACK HERE, YOU!!

HEY!!

OH!!
WHAT'S GOING ON?!
CHEREN! BIANCA!!

W-WHAT IN THE WORLD HAPPENED HERE?!

WE WAITED AND WAITED, BUT NO POKÉMON CAME!

YOU PROMISED TO DELIVER THESE POKÉMON TO US TODAY!

...PROF. JUNIPER!

I SHOULD BE ASKING THE QUESTIONS...
IT APPEARS THE PACKAGE WAS OPENED RIGHT HERE...

BUT BLACK WASN'T HOME LAST NIGHT...

...TO PICK UP THE PACKAGE AND TAKE IT TO BLACK'S HOUSE.

I HAD WORK TO DO, SO I ARRANGED FOR A DELIVERY MAN...

AND SNIVY AND OSHAWOTT ARE ALL MUDDY AND BEAT UP.

THese TWO VALUABLE POKEDEXES ARE SOAKING WET!

HEY! CHEREN!!

AND WHERE IS TEPIG AND THE THIRD POKEDEX ?!!

WHERE IS BLACK ANYWAY?!

I'VE GOT SOME QUESTIONS TOO...
PROF. JUNIPER TOLD US TO CHOOSE ONE OF THE THREE...

I BET THE TEPIG IS WITH BLACK.

BIANCA! HOW COME YOU GET TO CHOOSE MY POKEMON FOR ME?!

YOU THINK WE'RE TWINS?

WELL... THAT SNIVY KINDA LOOKS LIKE YOU, CHEREN.

LET'S GO FIND BLACK AND TEPIG.

I'LL TAKE THE OSHA-WOTT!!

HMPH. YOU'RE SUCH A DITZ!
MINCCINO! CLEAN UP THIS MESS FOR ME!!

EH?

SWF SWF SWF

BOM

TEPIG'S HEADING IN THIS DIRECTION! FOLLOW THE TRACKS!

...TEPIG TRACKS!

HOLD ON! THOSE ARE...

COME ON! COME Down HERE!
Both of you! Shh!

Shushin

It is dangerous!

Ooh, that looks dangerous.

You could have whipped 'em if you weren't sick, huh? Is that what you're thinking?

Sounds like you've got a cold.

You got frustrated, so you ran away...

You think the other two ganged up on you...

You're sulking, aren't you?

Hahaha... I've got a cold too. Just like you!

Ah-choo!!
'CAUSE I...

LIKE YOU.

I'M GONNA CHOOSE YOU!

NICE TO MEET-CHA.

MY NAME IS BLACK.

SHU UU
THE SHOTS ARE COMING SO FAST THEY CAN'T TELL WHERE THEY'RE COMING FROM!!

IT IS BAD!

OOH, THIS LOOKS BAD!

SOMETHING'S ATTACKING US!!

WHAT?!

GOOD...

...AND SEND YOU OFF ON A JOURNEY TO FILL YOUR POKÉDEXES WITH DATA.

UH-HUH!

I WAS GOING TO GIVE EACH OF YOU A POKÉDEX AND ONE OF THE THREE POKÉMON...
...BUT YOU RECOMMENDED HIM SO STRONGLY THAT I CHOSE HIM TO BE THE THIRD MEMBER OF YOUR TRIO.

I DON'T KNOW BLACK VERY WELL...

...I'LL FORGIVE AND FORGET!

...IF HE CAN HANDLE THIS SITUATION WITHOUT ANY HELP...

BUT...

TO BE HONEST... I WAS GOING TO ASK HIM TO STEP DOWN BECAUSE HE MADE SUCH A MESS OF THINGS.

...TO BE IMPRESSED!

PREPARE...

LOOK!

MU-SHA!!

THINK!

WHAT KIND OF ATTACK IS THAT??

THINK!

AND WHERE IS IT HIDING??

WHAT POKEMON IS ATTACKING US??
HE LIVES AND BREATHES HIS DREAM, YOU SEE... THERE ISN'T ANY SPACE LEFT FOR THINKING ABOUT OTHER STUFF!

You had that prepared!

Allow me to explain... Black's head is full to the brim with his dream of winning the Pokemon League...

Totally blank...

Musha helps him wipe his mind blank...

...to empty his head.

So whenever he needs to think something through, he has Musha eat his dream...
BLANK.

THEN HIS BLANK MIND TURNS... BLACK.

...HE CAN TAKE IN WHATEVER'S IN FRONT OF HIM.

AND ONCE HIS MIND IS BLANK...

THEIC GETTING ATTACKED BY...

...TO SOLID BLACK!!

FROM BLANK WHITE...
...I've got it!!

So we'll find the attacker wherever there's a big clump of leaves!!

...Someone stripped off its leaves!!

But the tree Tepig climbed is practically bare!! That means...

...are thick with leaves.

...All these trees...

Brav!!

Fwappa fwap!!
It's a Sewing Pokémon that makes clothes out of leaves!!

This Pokémon makes clothes for itself. It chews up leaves and sews them with sticky thread extruded from its mouth.

Sewaddle

How it works?!!

The Pokédex is reacting to it!! Is this...

Sewaddle was collecting leaves in that tree!!

It must be mad because it thinks Tepig is invading its territory!!
WHAT QUICK REFLEXES! AND SO AGILE! AMAZING!!

WOW!!

WHUMP
WILL YOU ACCEPT ME AS YOUR TRAINER?

SO? HOW ABOUT IT?

HERE GOES ...

AWESOME! OKAY, NOW THAT YOU'RE ONE OF US... YOU GET TO JOIN IN WITH SOMETHING I DO EVERY DAY.
I'm really, really, really gonna win it!!

Let's go!! Brav!!

He's gone all right.

Gone...

fwap fwap
DID ALL THE COMMOTION THIS MORNING MAKE THE POKEDEXES MALFUNCTION ...?

WHAT ...?!

ME NEITHER.

HUH? I CAN’T TURN MY POKEDEX ON.

I’M COUNTING ON YOU TWO AS WELL!

WELL, THAT WAS RATHER CHAOTIC, BUT... IT APPEARS AS THOUGH MY PLAN IS STILL ON TRACK.

OH NO!

DOES THIS MEAN... THE ONLY WORKING POKEDEX... IS BLACK’S?!